The purpose of this Honeywell Sales Bulletin is to inform our customers that as of June 2013 Boeing will begin delivering 737NG Aircraft with new Honeywell products. This introduction commences with Aircraft Line Number 4515. The two new components are the Smart Ram Air Door Actuator (SRADA) and Pack Zone Temperature Controller (PZTC).

These new parts, both the SRADA and PZTC, are not interchangeable or intermixable with the previous configurations on aircraft delivered prior to this modification. Thus, operators will need to provision the new SRADA and PZTC to support any new Aircraft that enter their fleet beginning with Boeing 737NG Line Number 4515.

We are therefore recommending that customers start evaluating their needs and determine their provisioning requirements.

### Smart Ram Air Door Actuator (SRADA)

For 737-700, -800, -900, -900ER and BBJ aircraft, the SRADA replaces the RADA (Ram Air Door Actuator).

Please note that the quantity of parts required per aircraft has increased from 2 per aircraft to 4 per aircraft. The reason for the increased quantity is that these new aircraft are equipped with both Ram Air Inlet Doors (Qty 2 per aircraft) and Ram Air Exit Doors (Qty 2 per aircraft). The previous aircraft configuration for the RADA, P/N 541674-4, only included Ram Air Inlet Doors.

**SRADA Product Details:**
- Initial Provisioning Reliability (MTBR = Mean Time Between Removal) of 36,000 Flight Hours.
- The quantity per aircraft has increased to 4 per aircraft.
- The Component Maintenance Manual (CMM) is 21-52-74.
- The Honeywell new product warranty is four (4) years from aircraft/product delivery.
- This part is manufactured by Honeywell – Torrance (mfg code 70210).

### Pack Zone Temperature Controller (PZTC)

For 737-800, -900 and -900ER Aircraft, the PZTC, P/N 51090160-1 (Qty 2 per aircraft), replaces the older control unit, P/N 622814-5 (Qty 2 per aircraft).

**PZTC Product Details (B737-800, -900 and -900ER only):**
- Initial Provisioning MTBR of 10,000 Flight Hours.
- The quantity per aircraft remains the same at 2 per aircraft.
- The Component Maintenance Manual (CMM) is 21-61-42.
- The Honeywell new product warranty is four (4) years from aircraft/product delivery.
- This part is manufactured by Honeywell – Mississauga (mfg code 07217).

### Catalogue Pricing

For information on catalogue pricing, available parts, and supply times please contact your Honeywell sales representative or call: +1 800 601 3099 or +1 602 365 3099.